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Part One
Introduction
S-Camera is a business was designed to export all types of collectible film cameras from the
United States to Shanghai, China. The goal for this project is to analyze the readiness of the
business and set up a detailed timeline for the business to start running.
Objective
For this project, the primary goal is to research the viability of a vintage camera business in
Shanghai, China. By research and analyze the market segmentation and industry environment,
this plan is used as a tool to find a marketing strategy to differentiate the business with the
others.
Purpose Statement
To create a viable business plan that will result in a structured approach to creating,
organizing, promoting, and establishing a business of exporting vintage film cameras from
the United States to China.
Statement of Problem
There are very few imported used antique film camera shops in China. A business plan is
needed prior to any investment. A very detailed marketing study, industry analysis, operation
management, and financial forecast should be included in this plan.

Research Questions
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The following research questions will be investigated in this study:
1. Would a vintage camera shop be successful in China
2. Would Shanghai be a good target market?
3. What type of consumers are we looking for?
4. What is the price range that consumers can afford?
5. Where is the best location for opening this shop?
6. How can we maintain and attract the customers?
7. Who are the major competitors?
Rationale
This business plan focuses on exploring the market potential for the antique film camera
market in Shanghai, China. While the result of this study would be useful in establishing such
a business, the results will not be generalizable to other businesses. The result of this study
will be to establish the S-Camera and to present the plan to the prospective investors in the
near future.
Conclusion
There are three parts for this paper. Part One introduces the objective, the purpose, the
statement of the problem, and the rational. Part two is the review of the literature. The
purpose of this part is to determine methods of writing a successful business plan. Literature
on business plans will be reviewed and the best aspects of each will be used. Part three is the
completed S-Camera business plan. This plan will serve as a guide to attracting investors and
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Part Two
Literature Review
Introduction
In today’s world, small businesses play an important role in the challenging economy. The
critical issue is to become competitive and stave off failure in the first few years. Most
failures for start-up companies come from lack of experience, planning, and investment
capital. (Ritholiz, 2012) Research has shown that effective business plans can help both in
securing investment capital and to creating and growing a successful business. This paper
will explore the types and the components of the business plan. Because it is for a practical
purpose the plan will examine both academic and trade publications
Why Use a Business Plan
A business plan serves three functions. First, it is a plan that can be used to develop ideas
about how the business should conduct. By examining the internal and external environment
of the business, business plan serves as a tool to refine the strategies and put the thoughts on
paper. Second, a business plan is a retrospective tool for businessperson to access the
company information over time. For instances, the financial part of the plan can be used as
the basis for the financial budgeting, and can be monitored regularly to check the
performance with the forecast. With some time of monitoring, the business plan can be used
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to examine the position of the company stands, whether that standing was helpful or harmful,
and how the business should operate in the future. Third, writing a business plan can help to
raise money. Most lenders and investors need a business plan to access the risk and rewards.
They will respond to a positive and interesting business plan. (Siegel, Schultz, & Ford,,1987)
According to McGarty, the business plan contains details on the following items: “The
product and business definition; the market, including target definition, size, pricing, and
distribution; competition, including competitive strategies, and key distinctive competences
to succeed; a development plan indicating what additional items must be accomplished
before enter in; the operation and management plan demonstrating who is going to do what in
business; a funding statement of toe funds are to be raised.” (McGarty, 1989) With all these
information in hands, then it is a complete business plan.
According to Nunn and McGuire (Nunn & McGuire, 2010), a good business plan is
the product of strategic thinking and a good planning process. One has to know where they
going before starting. Once we have the business plan, we can use it to guide us through the
developing and operating the business. (Nunn & McGuire, 2010, p. 95) because a plan works
as a reference point and can be used at any point during the project. It also maps the route for
to take at any point of the project. If we have drifted too far away from the original vision, it
allows us to go back and get back on track once again. (Toper, 2011)
Moreover, plans can be used to attract investors, negotiate with the lenders, and finance the
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next phase of the business. (Nunn & McGuire, 2010, p. 95) Research has shown that business
plans can help to secure the capital and to grow the business. (Citation needed) Based on a
survey of 2887 Palo Alto Software’s “Business Plan Pro” users, those who completed the
business plan were twice successful then those weren’t. (Cite where you read this…if internet,
then cite date you read it and internet address. (you can search for example of hos to do this).
In addition, a study by Babson College suggested that owners who completed a business plan
were more successful. (Ritholiz, 2012) According to Economist, every investor and venture
capitalist wants to read a business plan. In this way, they can use the business plan to help
them assess the likely risk and reward of the project. (need citation) For the businesses that
are looking for additional financial help the plan is equivalent to an audition for investors.
They are like actors. Although the good ones are not guaranteed to play a part, but the bad
ones are definitely never have a chance to play it. (“Business Planning,” 2009) This result
proves that business plan is very important for securing an investment capital. (Ritholiz,
2012) Writing a business plan will also help the business owners to analyze the industry and
to understand the business role within. It allows business owners to see the correlations in
between the business and figuring out how decreasing the cost of a particular process will
affect the overall profit margin. (Toper, 2011)
What Is a Business Plan
According to McKeever, a business plan is “a written statement that describes and analyzes
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one’s business and give detailed projections about its future. It also covers the financial
aspects of the starting business. ” (McKeever, 2005) Therefore, a business plan articulates
the business purpose by introducing its product and services to the markets, emphasizing how
it can achieve the sale to the consumers, and share its value and concept to gain the market
share within the industry.
Consideration of a Business Plan
Once a business plan is developed, we should also prepare a follow-up set of detailed plans in
the areas of operations, product development, financial budgeting, and marketing. By
preparing these documents, we can add more bargaining chips to the business valuation. For
instances, new businesses often encounter a common financial issue—namely the added
expenditure that will result in a need for more capital and a reduction of owner’s equity. With
all the follow-up financial budgeting plans, owners can find a solution from the prepared
documents to solve this issue. In addition, it helps to determine the different types of risk that
businesses are going to undertake. For instance there is a development risk. As business
owners, we must foresee the product development but wee must ask ourselves, “can the
product be developed constantly? Then, there are others, a marketing risk, a management risk,
and a growth risk. The constant questions around these risks are: can it be sold if made? Can
it be profitable if sold? Can it grow if managed?” (McGarty, 1989)
Structure of a Business Plan
The business plan must be as compact as possible. The first page should be an executive
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summary that gives the key facts of the proposed business. In addition, a business definition
that is a detailed statement of the business and the product must be included. It must be clear
and concise so that the readers will understand the product and service that is to be sold.
Moreover, market segmentation, competition, and industry analysis should be included as
well. The market segmentation and industry analysis presents all of the external environment
information that is necessary to the business. It helps the owners to select target markets. It
also allows readers to assess the total revenue potential for the business based on the market
size, market share, and the pricing of the product. The competition section emphasizes the
differentiation strategy and the competitive competence that a business has compared to the
rest of the companies within the same industry. It also identifies all competitors, direct or
indirect. Yet, operation and management plan as well as the financial section should be
included in the plan. The operations and management of the business are key to understand
the business process and profitability. The plan should include how the business is managed,
the resources, the labor, the capital required, and etc. The financial section details the overall
financial picture of the business. Break-even analysis and budgeting should be included.
(McGarty, 1989)
Business Plan and Collective film Camera Shop
There is very little trade literature on business plans regarding a collective film camera shop.
However, there are some books about the business plans and photography and about business
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plans and luxury goods. These books will be used as a tool to help to develop the business
plan.
Business Plan Needs
Marketing
The marketing section is considered the most important part of the business plan. It explains
how a prospective business is going to manipulate and react to the market condition in order
to generate sales. This section cannot simply explain a concept. Rather, it must differentiate
the products for sale and show the competitive competence to the consumers. In other words
this plan must be written in a manner that is reaches a variety of people. History has showed
that many businesses with desirable products have failed due to the marketing strategy.
Therefore, the marketing section is reviewed to be the most important part of the plan. In
addition, a marketing plan must focus on finding the market definition and opportunity,
competition and influences, marketing strategy, pricing strategy, market research, and sales
forecast. (Siegel, Schultz, & Ford,,1987)
Once we have the marketing plan, we can ask essential questions to test the successful of the
plan: Have we find out the target market yet? Have all relevant factors been included? Has a
clear and persuasive case is made to show how the sales are generated? Can we use the plan
to develop a marketing strategy? Have we considered all the stakeholders’ goal? If we can
answer all these questions above, we have developed a successful marketing plan. (Siegel,
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Schultz, & Ford,,1987)
Finance
The purpose of the financial section is to formulate a credible and comprehensive set of
projections reflecting the business financial position. If these projections are carefully
examined and prepared, then we will be able to measure the business attractiveness. The
financial section is directly related to stakeholder’s interest. In this section, owners can
calculate the investment capital they will need for this project. The investors will understand
the risk and rewards that they will gain from the project.
There are several keys to the successful financial planning. First, the data that is used in the
plan must be reliable. The quality of the research is directly related to the accuracy of the
projection. Second, due to the nature of the uncertain in financial world, we must prepare
several sets of projections. For instances, one is based on conservative assumption, and
another is based on the aggressive assumption. Together, these projections become a
framework, allowing reader to fully understand the financial position. Third, the financial
planning must be reviewed periodically. The plan must be current at any time. (Siegel,
Schultz, & Ford,,1987)
Operation
The purpose of the operation planning is to describe how the business functions on an
ongoing basis. The operation plan explains the functionality and responsibility of who and
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what. It also explains why this strategy is used in this case. The operation plan is the
counterpart of the marketing plan. While the marketing plan is focusing on the revenue side,
the operation plan tends to focus on the expense and capital side. (MaGarty, 1989)

Part Three
Business Plan
S-Camera Business Plan
To S-Camera, the goal is to become the destination for antique film camera collectors in
Shanghai. By having a positive brand image and a solid reputation are very important to the
business. In order to share the same value with the customers and the stakeholders, having a
business plan is necessary. S-Camera online store and the future store location will be built
based on the vision and value that is shared in the business plan. Based on its internal and
external analysis, including market segments and industry analysis, S-Camera can identify
the factors that will affect our business operation and marketing strategy. Therefore, the
business plan will be used as a roadmap to track the progress of the operation and identify the
target audience and the positioning strategy in the future. In addition, it will also be used as a
tool to get financial help and to deal with the vendors and suppliers. (“Using Your Written,”
2012)
Company Ownership
Type of Business: Import & Export, wholesale and retail. To accomplish this an LLC
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partnership will be developed.
Company Objective
S-Camera’s main goal is to become the destination for vintage film camera lovers. Brand
image is very important in business. S-Camera is going to build the brand through the online
store. Through a regularly-scheduled online store events, S-Camera is trying to gather all the
film camera fans into one club. Then when there are enough club members, the physical store
will be open in Shanghai, China.
Company Locations and Facilities
The S-Camera company is a web-based connection to the clients. The website will have all
the information about the product in display. The store information will also be present on
multiple social media websites and photography magazines. For in stances, S-Camera will be
posting ads on Renren, Weibo, Wexin, and Baidu. These networks are resembles of Facebook,
Twitter, and Google. Further, S-Camera will pay an annual fee to have their information
listed in Chinese Photography and its website. Chinese Photography is the primary magazine
for camera lovers and collectors. By advertise heavily on these channels, more and more
people will start to know about the S-Camera brand.
Products and Services
S-Camera will include Nikon, Cannon, Monilta, Pentax, Hasselblad, Rollei, and Leica brands
vintage film cameras. We will select mid price range cameras. Most models are highly
collectible. The price range for selling these items will range from $59 to $2000. S-Camera
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will also include lenses, films, cases, caps, batteries and etc. for sale. Moreover, S-Camera
will equip their sales with professional camera knowledge. With this knowledge, S-Camera
will be able to help more customers with camera selecting, camera valuing, and camera
fixing. On the other side, S –Camera will create a membership for the store, members can
buy, sell, or trade within the store. The membership is free, however in order to maintain a
gold or platinum level, one must achieve gold or platinum level of purchases. Once the
customer reach the gold or platinum member, there are more discounts and benefits towards
the membership.
Target Market
The S-Camera Company will start off as a web-based connection to reach the clients. The
destined target market is Shanghai, China.
Target Clients
S-Camera is targeting on the film camera lovers and antique collectors. The common
characters are that the customers are artistic and they are not price sensitive. To camera
lovers, their interest is using film cameras to shoot photos. To them, film camera shooting is
an interest since it allows discipline and gives them the chance to step back from their busy
schedule. They also think digital camera is necessary. However, film camera can be
considered a great way to express oneself and hold oneself to a standard of discipline that it is
too easy to ignore when using digital camera. (Bellamy, 2013) To collectors, antique film
camera is a collectible luxury item. They love history and appreciate it. They want to collect
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the rare pieces and hoping to trade in for a better value in the future.
Segmentation

Segments of the Market
The general environment segments in Shanghai will affect S-Camera when competing within
the industry. The challenge to S-Camera is to monitor, forecast, and assess the elements
within each segment to identify the opportunities and threats.
Demographic Segment
Shanghai is considered the largest city not only in China, but also in the entire world. It has a
population of 23,470,000. There are 44 ethnic groups that live in the city. The migrants form
about 39% of the permanent population. The percentage of the migrant population has been
on the rise over recent years and the number has tripled within ten years. From the entire
Shanghai population, there is only about 8% of the population is under the age of 14 years,
while about 22.5% of the population is over the age of 60 years. Shanghai also has 150,000
officially registered foreigners within the city, including 31,500 Japanese, 21,000 Americans
and 20,700 Koreans. Based on the World Population Review, it's projected that Shanghai will
have a population of more than 50 million by 2050. (“Shanghai Population 2014,” 2014)
Shanghai is also a religiously diverse city. It includes Taoism, Buddhism, and Christianity.
Shanghai has the largest Catholic population in China. (“Shanghai Population 2013,” 2013)
Considering Shanghai’s diversity and modern history, it can be seen as the most fashionable,
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most urban, and most rich city in China. Therefore, it will be a good choice for S-Camera to
sell collectible film cameras.
Economic Segment
Shanghai has been one of the fastest developing cities in the world for the last twenty years.
Except for the global recession during 2008 and 2009, Shanghai has always been a doubledigit growth city. (“Shanghai Population 2014,” 2014) In 2013, Shanghai achieved a GDP
growth rate of 7.7 percent; it is about 0.2% percent increase compared with the rate in 2012.
It outperformed the economist expectation and showed stability for the economic growth.
“The industrial restructuring was picking up the speed with the service sector expanding 8.8
percent in 2013. It contributes 62.6 percent of the city’s GDP, 1.8 percentage points more
than in 2012. Moreover, local consumer prices stabilized in 2013 with a mild inflation of 2.3
percent, which was a drop of 0.5 percentage points from 2012 and 0.3 percentage points
lower than the national average”. (“Economic Statistics,” 2013) Additionally, the
employment situation is fairly stable with a registered urban unemployment rate of 4.2
percent in the year of 2013. Shanghai created more than 600,000 jobs in 2013. 111,500 of
these jobs are non-agricultural jobs. (“Economic Statistics,” 2013) According to International
Business Times, Shanghai has overtaken New York as the global center of wealthy
consumers who purchase high fashion and luxury labels. Buying collectibles and luxury
items is more like displaying one’s spending capacity and social class in Shanghai. (FlorCruz,
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2014)
China is also a big market for S-Camera. According to the Economist, a massive push to
urbanize will help to produce tens of millions of richer citizens seeking luxury shopping
experiences. McKinsey & Company, a consultancy company, forecasts that the consumption
by urban Chinese households will reach 27 trillion RMB in 2022. It is about 1.7 times more
than the consumption in 2012. (Refer to Chart 1) Moreover, the Chinese are considered the
biggest buyers of luxury items; they consumed 29% of the world’s purchases in 2013. (Refer
to Chart 2) (“Doing It Right,” 2014)

Chart 1 (“Doing It Right,” 2014)
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Chart 2 (“Doing It Right,” 2014)
Political/Legal Segment
Shanghai has just launched a free trade zone area within the city. By trading in this zone, it
gives foreign companies more opportunities to compete in China. It removes a lot of financial
requirements for setting up a company in Shanghai. It also introduces a simplified procedure
for foreign investors to establish a company in China. This zone will be progressively
developed into a zone “featured with investment and trade facilitation up to international
standards, free conversion of currencies, convenience and efficiency, and internationally
recognized legal environment”. (“Promote Reform,” 2014) Shanghai will soon become an
international leading city like Hong Kong.
Sociocultural Segment
According to Forbes, China will increasingly be seen as a dynamic center for Chinese artists,
collectors and businesspeople. More and more international participants will come here to do
businesses. The number of contemporary Chinese art collectors is also likely to grow because
of Asia’s rising economic. “As wealth expands, the investing population–and hence, the
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demand side of the market–will increase with it”. (Cohade, 2010) This means the collection
market for China is also growing. For instances, in June, Hong Kong-based L&H Auction
sold a special edition of a custom-made M6 at a hammer price with commission of HK$4.47
million to a collector from China. To Chinese camera collectors, camera is not only a
photography equipment, but also something more. "Camera is a man's big toy. But Germany
has made its camera into an industrial revolution classic. That's what we lack. We haven't
experienced the industrial revolution. We admire the classic and the spirit of that period,"
says Tian. Most Chines have never experienced industrial revolution, they admire this type of
spirit, therefore there’s a lot of potential collector like Tian in Shanghai for us to explore.
(Deng, 2013)
Global Segment
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, United States, Unite Kingdom, and Europe are all
considered well-established mature camera markets for collectors. Hong Kong is especially
important to S-Camera’s success in Shanghai since it is the closest and most convenient city
to visit and buy used film cameras. In order to compete with these segments, S-Camera must
use both political and local advantages to compete within the industry.
Industry Analysis

Luxury Definition
Luxury is no longer defined by excess and conspicuous consumption. Now luxury means
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products with higher perceived value and increased practicality. It was about consumption of
goods that were expensive but discreet and very in-the-know, the opposite of ostentatious.
( Carreon, 2011) According to Chevalier and Mazzalovo, there are four independent types of
scale to measure consumer’s perception of luxury. These four dimensions include: elitism,
product quality and high price, personal emotional element, and power of the brand. It has to
be selective and indicating a social success. It has to have a result of craftsmanship. It also
has to have an artistic dimension, the product must be perceived as a refined object, almost
like a work of art. The brand must be internationally well known. (Chevalier & Mazzalovo,
2012)
Luxury Industry
Based on Chevalier and Mazzalovo’s analysis, there are three major differences between
luxury industry and non-luxury industries. These are : company size, financial characteristics,
and time factor. (Chevalier & Mazzalovo, 2012)
In the luxury industry, business size is not as important as in the non-luxury industry. In
general, luxury businesses are built on reputations rather than the size. The sales figures are
hard to compare within the industry. There is limited and professional staff within the
company as well. The production cycle for luxury items are much longer and costly than
regular goods. (Chevalier & Mazzalovo, 2012) According to Bain & Company, “worldwide
luxury goods market revenues will grow as much as 50 percent faster than global GDP, with
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an expectation of four to five percent growth in 2013 and five to six percent annual average
through 2015, on track to break the €250 billion sales threshold by mid-decade”.
(“Worldwide Luxury,” 2013) The high-end apparel brands will lead the way. It will continue
growing faster than other categories. Watch consumption is slowing down. Cosmetics is
declining in the States and Europe, but still growing in the emerging markets. (“Worldwide
Luxury,” 2013)
Camera Industry
The vintage film camera industry is considered very small compared to the digital camera
market. It is small since the product source is rare and the usage of the film camera is few.
However, digital camera is considered the most important competitor to the film camera
industry. Based on the forecast of China digital camera industry report, from 2013 till 2017,
the sales revenue of digital cameras will increase to CNY 85 billion by 2017. Canon, Nikon
and Sony are the top three players for China’s digital camera market, they covered 70% of
China’s market share. (Research and Market, 2013). There are so much more potentials in the
camera business in China. For instances, camera giant Canon’s director Hideki Ozawa thinks
that Chinese market is considered the most important part for Canon. Canon is going to
increase its annual sales from 3 billion to $10 billion for the following five years. Currently
there are 32 offices across China. (Osawa, 2012) Aside from the digital cameras, there are
also huge demands for the high-end personalized cameras. The increase of demand in high-
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end camera market reflects China’s growing economy. More and more Chinese are spending
money on travelling and sightseeing, camera sales is going to bloom.
Major Players
The major brands of the luxury market currently are Chanel, Dior, Hermès, Louis Vuitton,
Armani, D&G, Zegna, Gucci, Max Mara, Prada, Salvatore Ferregamo, Kenzo, Lanvin,
Ferrari, Porsche, Piaget, Cartier, and etc. Based on Bain’s Luxury Goods Worldwide Market
Study report in 2013, it finds accessories as growing at 4% and become the largest segment
for luxury market, reaching 28% of the total revenues. On the other hand, apparel has taken
up 15% of the market, growing at 1%. Other personal luxury items have an overall 2%
growth. The overall luxury market is expecting €800 billion of spending in 2013, up 6%
compares to 2012. Moreover, one interesting find through the report is the comment that “the
luxury goods market is becoming more and more complex and, in some aspects, starting to
look like more competitive industries such as fast-moving consumer goods”. (D'Arpizio,
2013) This means that the camera market is going to shine in the near future.
The major brands of the camera industry are Nikon, Canon, Minolta, Fujifilm, Casio, Sakar,
and Panasonic. Samsung, Leica, Hewlett Packard Company, Sanyo, Sony, and Toshiba are
also leaders on the market. Japan holds more than 80% stake in the world digital market.
(“Camera Industry,” n.d.)
Marketing Plan
To S-Camera, China is the largest market for us to explore. For a web-based store, S-Camera
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is focusing in Shanghai to build up the brand image. The marketing plan is to tap the business
into the cultural heritage. Based on McKinsey & Company’s report, a large part of luxury
items, especially the durable products “preserve their value over time has the opportunity to
share its rich cultural heritage that is associated with the brand”. (Atmon et al., 2014) For
instance, S-Camera can organize a small catalog to showcase a rare camera collections
include model designs from many decades ago to promote our top line camera’s history and
craftsmanship.
Market Definition
S-Camera plans to direct its effort to the sale of its products online. The company will
initially direct its effort in Shanghai, China. Besides Shanghai, S-Camera will later also focus
on the sale to the other areas in China. Shanghai is the most popular and trendy city in China
but there are many other viable markets. Shanghai is considered the Paris of the East.
According to World Population Review, Shanghai has been one of the fastest developing
cities in the world for the past twenty years.. Among its population, 89.3% are urban and
10.7% are rural. Out of Shanghai's total population, 22% have a college education, 21% have
high school, 36.5% have middle school, and 1.35% had primary school educations. Shanghai
is one of the highest GDP growth city, it achieved a GDP growth rate of 7.7 percent in the
year of 2013. (World Population Review, 2014)Marketing Strategy
To S-Camera, the proper media channel is through social media networks. It is the cheapest
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and most effective way to promote the online store in China. According to Forbes, in 2014,
an investment in social media is necessary for most businesses. The benefits of social medias
include: company branding, improve social signal, improve brand awareness, word-of-mouth
marketing, increase customer royalty and trust, and improve audience reach and influence.
(DeMers, 2013)
An effective marketing strategy to promote through social medias is to work with social
media agencies to monitor, respond, and analyze to the clients online. In China, Baidu,
Google, Renren, We Chat, Weibo are all effective social media channels to promote SCamera. In addition, hosting numerous camera fans activities in Shanghai and sending out
company catalogs regularly will also improve company awareness and increase customer
royalty and trust.
Products
To S-Camera, collectible film cameras can be considered as either luxury items or consumer
products. The main part of the product portfolio is considered luxury is because of the current
value of the product and the rareness in nature. People buying them are not based on needs
but on wants. On the other hand, the rest of products are considered consumer electronics
since it is durable equipment for daily use, especially for entry-level photography students.
To maintain a sustainable growth within the target market, the product portfolio of luxury
houses should be rich, complete and fulfilling the needs of consumers. Thus, it is significant
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to have different product lines to meet with different customer needs.
Price
Comparing both market price and buying cost to determine how much margin is the essential
part for pricing. Price will be guaranteed to be fair but not cheap since S-Camera eyes on the
middle-upper class citizens of China, S-Camera has to add a premium for the professional
sales and additional care.
Promotion
S-Camera’s membership will be used as a reward system for their clients. In order to
maintain a gold level membership, one must buy from the store for about 5000 USD, and
10,000 USD for a platinum membership. As one reached this level, 5% to 10% discounts will
be given. Except for the reward program, there will also be numerous collectors’ gathering
events hosted by the shop; fees are covered based on the membership status.
Place
S-Camera is a web-based shop. There will be a small warehouse located in the United States
and another warehouse in Shanghai, China. In the United States, the main shipping and
delivering method is through UPS and Fedex. S-Camera’s suppliers will send out their goods
to the U.S. warehouse on their cost after the payment is clear. The goods will either store in
the warehouse as inventory, or shipped to China as final goods through EMS or TNT. In
China, S-Camera will use only Shunfeng as the delivery carrier. Shunfeng is a well know
delivery carrier in China, it has a long history of reliability. The shipping cost in the States is
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about 11 dollars for a pound, and in China is about 2 dollars a pound. Both methods are
insured.
Operational Plan

Sourcing and Fulfillment
The vintage camera sources are based in the United States and United Kingdom. On the
Unite States side, the sources are focusing on Seattle camera stores, online camera stores,
Craigslist, friends, and Ebay. On the United Kingdom side, the sources are from Liverpool
camera stores and online camera stores. The rubric for these transactions is to buy only
quality-checked best condition cameras. As a start up, there will be around 100 cameras in
stock with all different brands for sale. Based on the monthly sales and customer needs, the
adjustment can be made to determine what to buy in the future. Every week, the shop will run
an inventory check, and send buying forms to the US and UK side for fulfillment. The
delivery time is one month for inventory fulfillment.
Distribution Patterns
Most of the stores who are selling vintage film cameras selling both digital and film cameras.
Their sales are mainly from selling the new cameras instead of the used ones. The stores
usually hold a few of used film cameras for sale. They either sell it in the store or list them on
Taobao (An internet website shop) for sale. Compares to these stores, S-Camera will
differentiate itself by focusing on the vintage film camera sales. It will work as a pure
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collectible film camera retailer as well as a wholesaler. One sales team will focus on the retail
clients, another sales team will focus on selling to the other small businesses.
Future Products and Services
For the future of this business, S-Camera will include more products into the store. For
instances, rare find digital cameras, audios, books, and other new consumer products. The
essence of these future products will focus on rare and unique collections of the cameras and
consumer electronics.
Strategy and Implementation Summary

Value Proposition
S-Camera is going to have two lines for their vintage film cameras. Low price attracts the
youth, high price to attract the professionals and collectors. Branding and its image are the
most important thing to this camera business, S-Camera must maintain a good quality of
products and a professional of service in order to gain the market share in Shanghai, China.
Competitive Edge , Distinctive Competence
The competitive edge for S-Camera is that it have a unique membership system to reward
their royal customers. Customers can buy, sell, or trade within the store. S-Camera is building
a community for their customers. In additon, there will be many professional sales online or
in-store (in the future) to help every customer with their needs. There is a 30 days warranty
on everything in display.
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Marketing Strategy
Penetrate the used film camera industry, add-on, collect data, then develop more
advancements & selling points to reach more consumers.
Pricing Strategy
Compare both market price and buying cost to determine the final price. Discounts will be
given only for qualify customers based on the membership status.
Promotion Strategy
The membership will be used for rewarding discounts, event entrance fees, workshops, and
store specials.
Web Plan Summary

Website Marketing Strategy
S-Camera will have their online store listed on Taobao, which is an Ebay- like platform for
small online businesses owners. There will also be a blog created for their online store. The
blog is mainly used for product information, store event announcement, and event gathering
posting. The goal is using the blog to connect with their target clients. S-Camera will
introduce each model of the camera that they are selling. After buyers bought their product,
they will follow up with them, and send them a survey for quality control. Consumers can
also open an account and login to post any comments under the product. S-Camera will also
regularly host special events for members to meet up. For instances, the Nikon night. SCamera will invite all Nikon film camera buyer within Shanghai to come out and meet up.
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The entrance fee is free to all members. However, if the customer is either a gold or a
platinum member, he or she will receive free cocktails or free gifts during the event.
Development Requirements
S-Camera will hire a professional web design master to create their website. Then, there is
one staff that will update the website regularly during the night. There will also be a customer
representative online from 9:00 am till 6:00 pm to answer and help the customer with their
order issues. S-Camera will put 20% of the investment on marketing, they will connect with
all media channels for promoting. S-Camera will also have a event planner to help them with
the hosted store events.
Financial Plan

Important Assumptions
Our budget analysis is based on a healthy ongoing business environment. There’s minimal
inflation within the market. There are no financial crises involved.
Projected Budget
Title
Website Design
Website Subscription
Company Email Subscription

Yearly Cost
$1,500
100
50

Business License (USA)

450

Business License (China)

1500
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500

Business Card

100

Marketing Allowance

15000

Travelling Allowance

2000

Shipping Supplies

300

Office Supplies

300

Shipping Charges

3000

Start Up Inventory

30000

Staff Salary (China)

6000

Phone/Internet

2000

Miscellaneous

5000

Store Event allowance

10000
$77,800

Projected Start Up Inventory Cost

30
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Long-term Plan
S-Camera will start off with one online store in China. As we reach $100,000 sales. We will
open our first physical store in Shanghai, China. Our goal is to become the final destination
for all photography lovers by providing a professional care with our clients and offering an
intimate customer relationship.
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